Using an illustrative case study on dengue diagnosis, this paper explores the application of rough set approach for the extraction of decision rules from data sets which can be useful in various medical applications. In this approach, the decision rules are derived from conditional attributes in rough set analysis in accounting for data vagueness and uncertainty in potentially reducing data collection. This significant selection of attributes in dengue dataset contributes to the good results in identifying its symptoms. The experimental results show that the proposed classifier provides a better performance.
Introduction
Dengue virus was first isolated in India in the year 1945; it is endemic in both urban and semi-urban areas. In recent years, Dengue fever is being the most important arthropod borne viral disease due to its potential to outbreak many exist-ing life threatening diseases. The disease manifests as a sudden onset of severe headache, muscle and joint pains (myalgias and arthralgias), fever, and rash. Dengue poses a serious threat in Tropics, because of the year-round presence of Aedes mosquito vectors. Therefore, in order to increase the effectiveness of disease prevention and control activities of dengue, this study is carried out in order to develop a predictive model for detecting epidemics.
Rough set theory (RST) is an alternative intelligent data analysis tool that can be employed to handle vagueness and inconsistencies. The fundamental concept of RST is similar to Fuzzy set theory. However the un-certain and imprecision in this approach is expressed by a boundary region of a set, and not by a partial membership as in Fuzzy Set Theory. Rough set is defined by topological operations called upper and lower approximations. Using an approximation concept, RST is able to remove data redundancies and consequently generate decision rules.
RST has often proved to be an excellent mathematical tool to analyze vague, uncertain and imprecise information [9] . Rough set philosophy is founded on the assumption that with every object of the universe of discourse some information (data, knowledge) is associated. E.g. if objects are patients suffering from a certain disease, symptoms of the disease form information about patients. Objects characterized by the same information are indiscernible (similar) in view of the available information about them. The in-discernibility relation generated in this way is the mathematical basis of rough set theory [10] .
It has some advantages over other similar theories [2, 3] . For example, it does not need any external information and is based solely on original data. Using this theory, it is possible to analyze qualitative attributes in addition to quantitative ones. Another advantage is that its results are easily understandable even by non-experts. Discovery of dependencies (full or partial) between attributes, removal of redundant data not required for analysis and generating decision rules are also other advantages of this theory [11] .
Over the past twenty years, it has become a topic of great interest to researchers and has been applied to many domains. Some of its progressive applications include; the inherent capability of RST to discover fundamental patterns [13] ; the Malaysian dengue outbreak detection model using three classification methods [8] ; medical diagnosis for intelligent data mining using computations technique based on rough sets [7] ; reducing the irrelevant attributes to search for rule discovery from a decision table [14] .
In this paper, RST introduced by Pawlak (1982) is used to analyze the model data in the form of decision tables or rules. The results of study indicate that using this method can reduce unnecessary attributes for the dengue diagnosis based on patient's condition and aim to improve their detection performance.
Rough Set Theory
It has been used successfully as a selection tool to discover data dependencies and reduce the number of attributes contained in a data set by purely structural methods [1, 4] . Rough sets remove superfluous information by examining attribute dependencies. It deals with inconsistencies, uncertainty and incompleteness by imposing an upper and lower approximation to set membership. Given a data set with discretized attribute values, it is possible to find a subset (termed as reducts)of the original attributes using rough sets that are the most informative ; all other attributes can be removed from the data set with minimal information loss [5] .
The first step in the rough set based approach to the problem is defining a decision table that contains the whole knowledge about the universe of discourse (U). Columns of the decision table are defined by conditional (C) and decision (D) attributes while rows (X) specify values of these attributes (A=CUD) for each object of the Universe, which allow to partition U into equivalence classes ([x]A) based on the notion of indiscernibility relation [12] . The indiscernibility relation and resulting from its equivalence classes enable to describe sets of objects by their lower AX and upper approximations ĀX. In the lower approximation the objects of the universe are included for which the entire equivalence class is also included in the considered set, while the upper approximation is constructed with these objects for which at least one element of the equivalence class is included in the set. Set difference between the upper and lower approximation being empty indicates that the set is crisp, otherwise it is said to be rough. Suppose we are given two finite and non empty sets U and A where U is called the universe and A, a set of attributes. With attribute aA, we associate a set Va (value set) called the domain of a.
Any subset B of A determines a binary relation IND (B) on U which will be called an indiscernibility relation
where IND(B) is an equivalence relation and is called B -indiscernibility relation.
The indiscernibility relation [6] will be used now to define basic concept of Rough set theory.
Let us consider B  A and X  U. We can approximate X by using only the information contained in B by constructing lower approximation (2) and upper approximation (3) of x in the following way:
Equivalence classes contained within X belongs to the lower approximation whereas equivalence classes within X and along its border form the upper approxi-mation. Let P and Q be sets of attributes including equivalence relation over U, then the positive region is defined as
where POSP(Q) compromises all objects of U that can be classified to classes U/Q using the information contained within attributes P.
IDEntropy
Attribute selection in ID3 and C4.5 algorithms are based on minimizing an information entropy measure applied to the examples at a node. Entropy has widely applied to many fields. The entropy measure is used to select the attributes providing the highest information gain. Quinlan's ID3 decision tree algorithm grasps the entropy concept for attribute selection [15] . A data set with some discrete valued condition attributes and one discrete valued decision attributes can be presented in the form of knowledge representation system J=( U,C  D),where U={u1,u2,…..,us} is the set of data samples, C={ c1,c2,…..,cn} is the set of condition attributes and D={d} is the one-elemental set with the decision attribute or class label attribute . where pi is the probability that an object is in class i. Gain (S, A), an information gain of example set S on attribute A is defined as,
Gain (S, A) = Entropy (S) -((| S v | / | S |)* Entropy (S v))
where  is each value v of all possible values of attribute A , Sv = subset of S for which attribute A has value v, |Sv| = Number of elements in Sv , |S| = Number of elements in S.
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4 Analysis using RST in decision making for dengue diagnosis
Information system
Initially, the information regarding the objects must be determined in the form of a data table subject to an analysis using rough sets methodology. An information table with seven conditional attributes, such as (a) Age distribution; (b) IgM: IgG ratio; (c) Symptoms etc have been gathered to identify effective parameters in relation to dengue diagnosis. These attributes are shown in Table1. The attributes of Age distribution, IgM: IgG ratio, Symptoms, seasonal distribution, platelet count, clinical features and category of cases can all be considered as condition attributes, whereas the viral illness attribute is considered a decision attribute. Each row of a decision table determines a decision rule, which specifies the decisions (actions) that must be taken when conditions are indicated by condition attributes are satisfied. Each column of the mentioned table indicates one of the characteristics (attributes) considered for the diagnosis and the last column implies the decision parameter for dengue fever.
Next, the data should be classified using rough set theory to analyze the information. Therefore, each conditional attribute is provided with three classes low, medium and high and the decision level is also classified with low, medium and high conditions as L, M and H. The arrangement of all attributes has been undertaken to define the specified level and assigning a code to each specified attribute in the rows of the table. Table 2 shows the relation between the class numbers of the conditional attributes of each parameters and its decision attribute. In this stage, all the cases of the conditional attributes should be checked to find non-deterministic rules. It was not found in the table .Instead, cases 3, 13, 6, 18, 10 and 15 were governed by one and the same rule. Hence three similar cases were removed and table 3 is framed with seventeen cases.
Selection of attributes
ID3 uses a statistical property called information gain to decide the attribute which goes into a decision node. Gain measures how well a given attribute separates training examples into targeted classes. The one with the highest information (being most useful for classification) is selected. Using (5) and (6), the information gain for each attribute is calculated. We get Gain (a=Age distribution) =0.295 Gain (b= IgM:IgG ratio) =0.112 Gain (c=Symptoms) =0.446 Gain (d=Seasonal distribution) =0.428 Gain (e=Platelet count-lakh/cumm) =0.777 Gain (f= Clinical features) =0.462 Gain (g=Category of cases) =0.395 Table 4 . Data set after the calculation of information gain
//Problem description
Finding best 3 conditional attribute for detecting a patient affected by dengue.
//input
Data Table for diagnosis, n -no of cases, m -no of conditional attributes, classes-range of classes, p-no of classes //output Best 3 conditional attribute based on information gain
Step 1: Calculate probability each class in each conditional attribute For i=1 to m then For j=1 to 3 then pb =
Step 2: Calculate entropy for an each & every attribute For i=1 to m then For j=1 to 3 then
Step 3: Calculate average entropy for each conditional attribute.
Step 4: Calculate information gain for each conditional attribute. Step 5: Identify best 3 information gain of conditional attribute and detect the patient suffered by dengue.
Deterministic rules
The decision tree can be built to extract the rules.Table5 shows the rules generated from the present data set. 
Conclusion
This paper illustrates a new rough set approach for the elimination of redundant data ends with a set of decision rules which can aid the doctor in the elaboration of the patient's diagnosis. It satisfies an excellent capability to detect the shortest possible decision making algorithms. This study is not projected to provide a complete overview of medical data mining but rather describes some areas which seem to be important from our point of view for applying rough set in medical diagnosis for our viral dataset.
